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“As the new year approaches, I hope that you feel a sense of pride and accomplishment for what we have done together at Kenyon.” - Kathy Ricker

A Word from Team Member Management
Hello Team Members,
It is hard to believe that we are at the end
of 2018! I have heard that time goes by
faster the busier you are; that certainly
explains what has happened this year. I
am very happy to report that, once again,
Kenyon has worked hard to remain the
most respected and capable emergency
response company in the world.
We are ending the year with our new CEO
Elect, Simon Hardern, comfortably settled
into his new role. Simon is dedicated to
furthering his interactions with Team
Members. He knows how important each
and every one of you is to Kenyon and he
is committed to continuously improving
the Team Member experience. He
already has two deployments under his
belt after only four months.
Mark Oliver, a Kenyon Team member
since 2014, accepted the role of Kenyon’s
Vice President, Operations, bringing the
valuable Team Member perspective with
him. He has participated in numerous
incidents. You may have worked
alongside him for the Germanwings,
Emirates, Grenfell Tower or Air Niugini
deployments. Mark started his new role
on 19 November.
We also welcomed Otibho Edeke-Agbareh
as Kenyon’s Humanitarian Services
Manager in the last newsletter; she
has now started refreshing our Special
Assistance Teams (SAT) training modules.
We are very happy to have her join the
team and assist with development of our
humanitarian services, including a focus
on Team Member training for SAT roles.

The Team Member programme continues
to thrive and the talent that exists within
our database is staggering; thank you for
continuing to be a part of our successful
story.
The Team Member Regional Coordinators
(TMRC) have increased Team Member
enrolment in their regions by 30% and
are creating regional teams of first
responders. We are enthusiastic about
further supporting TMRC initiatives
which will include: a slight realignment
of regions; developing webinar topics;
providing the ability to support RCs
conducting their own Team Webinars;
and recognising their efforts more.
The Team Member webinars and
participation in the Kenyon OnLine
Learning Center show that Team Members
from all over the world are soaking up the
educational tools that are available.

We stayed consistently busy with four key
incidents to contend with in one form or
the
other
(Grenfell
Tower,
Manchester Arena,
Air
Niugini
and
mental health support provision
to L3 CTS). Even though we are an
emergency
response
company,
attending a major event is not our
main objective. Training is another
one given this enriches our lives.
As the new year approaches, I
hope that you feel a sense of
pride and accomplishment for what we
have done together at Kenyon.
Wishing all of you and your families
a wonderful holiday season.
Warmest Regards,
Kathy Ricker

As we continue to strive for excellence,
we plan on improving the training
opportunities, creating new
and
innovative services for our clients and
automating the activation and callout process. The recruiting process for
Team Members has also become more
stringent. We encourage Team Members
to keep participating in the learning
opportunities that are available as well as
staying engaged with Kenyon throughout
the year and keeping your profile updated.
I am very thankful that 2018 was a
relatively quiet year for incidents.

Kathy Ricker
Team Member Manager

Simon Hardern Discusses Support for
PX073 from the Team Members’ Perspective
Synopsis
Air Niugini Flight PX 073 departed from Pohnpei, Papua New Guinea, to Port
Moresby, Papa New Guinea, on Friday 28 September 2018. The flight had a
planned stopover in Chuuk, Micronesia; at 0920, on approach to Runway 22
on Chuuk, for as a yet unexplained reason, the aircraft crashed into the sea
just short of the runway. The flight was evacuated with all passengers and
crew accounted for apart from one Indonesian citizen. Reports were originally
made purporting that the unaccounted for passenger had evacuated the
plane and that he had possibly swum to a nearby shore. An initial search of
the plane did not find a body on board; however, a subsequent, third, search
located the remains of what turned out to be the missing passenger. Four
other injured passengers were successfully medevacked to Guam. Kenyon
supported the incident with four First Responders, a Media Call Centre, a
Crisis Communications Director, a Family Assistance Data Management Team
and a Repatriation Assistance Team.

Simon Hardern
Vice President, Operations/CEO Elect

Collective Thoughts
Every incident Kenyon attends is different, so the skills and tasks
that are required of a Kenyon Team Member when responding
will always need to be adjusted accordingly. The Air Niugini
incident response, which happened over a two-week period
in late September and early October, while relatively minor
in terms of the numbers involved, due to the environmental
complications, it was best classified as a major incident. It
involved a single passenger fatality from Air Niugini Flight PX
073 on Friday, 28 September 2018; that said, it happened in a
location that was, perhaps, as remote as any airliner accident
that Kenyon has dealt with in the past 7 years or so. The
deployment was interesting from several aspects, highlighting
the challenges and frustrations that can arise and, in matching
these, testing Team Members in their powers to overcome
adversity.
The repatriation of the
deceased passenger was
highly complex due to the
remoteness of Chuuk and
the limited infrastructure
on the island (part of
the Federated States of
Micronesia) where the
Boing 737 crashed. Despite
the circumstances, many
things here went very
well. Team Members
contacted the members of
the Emergency Operations
Centre (island Airport Fire
Air Niugini Memorial
Station) immediately upon
landing and were able to form a plan that eased a few tensions
between the hospital and the authorities and set in motion a
process to safely and respectfully move the deceased out of
the hospital. A special trip was also made to thoroughly

Contributers to this Report were:
Tara Mackay - Team Member (Repatriation Team)
Winsome Lee - Team Member (Family Assistance Data Manager)
Sarah Ellingham - Team Member (Family Assistance Data Manager)
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decontaminate the hospital and ease concerns of the hospital
directors and staff as to biological risks from the body of the
deceased.
Kenyon arranged the post mortem exam (autopsy), the
embalming and the delivery of the casket (from Guam), which
we then escorted to the family home of the young Indonesian
man who lost his life. The repatriation was no easy task but it
could have been much harder had the Team Members involved
on Chuuk not been so incredibly helpful. Their adaptability and
flexibility was fantastic, seemingly knowing no bounds. Such a
‘can-do’ spirit was instrumental in quickly overcoming many of
the typical hurdles that Team Members have faced in the past
when attending similar incidents in other far-flung parts of the
world. The repatriation programme that began on 7 October
concluded just over 48 hours later on 9 October in a thoughtful
and highly sensitive manner that took close account of all
cultural issues.
Whilst occasionally frustrating, this deployment was an
excellent reminder that things do not always progress in the way
we would like to see. It was a good demonstration that the soft
skills, such as patience, flexibility and keeping an open mind,
are just as important as hard skills and technical knowledge
when adjusting to the changing and varied environment of a
deployment.
Kenyon may be re-engaged by Air Niugini later this year (or
early next) to recover and process the personal effects of the
35 passengers and the 12 flight crew affected, once the aircraft
wreckage has been lifted from the sea bed.
In closing, thank you again to all the Kenyon staff and Team
Members for continuously creating a professional, supportive
and conducive work atmosphere. We were truly honoured to
have been part of the Air Niugini response team.

Operational Update
Trinidad and Tobago, November 2018:
Kenyon activated in mid-November to support the repatriation of an employee of a
large multi-national client who died in Trinidad and Tobago; a Repatriation Manager
travelled to Port of Spain to coordinate the repatriation and accompany the deceased
back to the UK.

Portugal, November 2018:
Kenyon activated to provide Mental Health Assistance, Repatriation Consultation and
First Response following a car accident involving two cadet pilots based in Portugal.
One cadet passed away and the other was left in serious condition. Mental Health
Phone Support activated to support the families whilst the travelling Mental Health
team was en-route. The Mental Health Team then provided support to the cadet
school employees, cadets and the families and friends involved.

London, September 2018:
Kenyon activated to provide Mental Health Phone Support following a passenger
becoming unwell on board a Client’s aircraft. A crew member provided CPR and
attempted to assist with the passenger’s wellbeing. Unfortunately, the passenger
passed away as the aircraft diverted to Alicante. Kenyon provided targeted Mental
Health Support for two of the employees until they were able to return to work.
Kenyon’s actions resulted in positive client feedback, stating that a comprehensive
service was provided by Kenyon that enabled the staff member to better cope and
return to work appropriately.

Federated States of Micronesia, September 2018:
Please read the story on page two.

London Grenfell Tower Fire, July 2017:
Return of personal effects continues for Grenfell Tower. We are continuing to clean,
restore and return property to families and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). We
also continue to store property at our Bracknell facility.

Manchester Arena Bombing, May 2017:
Having supported the Greater Manchester Police in the recovering, cataloguing and
process of the personal effects left at the area after the Ariana Grande concert, the
Personal Effects Website is now live, allowing those involved in the incident and their
families to claim any personal effects that they believe are theirs. Manchester Police
will process all requests and return items to those who have made claims.

What is the Family Assistance Website?
One of the most critical and innovative services that Kenyon offers our
clients is the Family Assistance Website. The concept was developed
and perfected by Kenyon and though this service does not involve
Team Member participation, it is important that Team Members should
familiarise themselves with it, as it greatly impacts the care and support
that we provide our families.
When an incident occurs, Kenyon develops and hosts the secure website
specific to the incident that provides families with access to the latest
developments in the investigation, explaining what those developments
mean and how it will impact them. It allows families who are unable to
travel to the Family Assistance Centre (FAC) access to the critical information given at the FAC.
Families can often become confused and bewildered by conflicting reports by the media or too much information from too
many different sources and the Family Assistance Website helps reduce that confusion. Families can feel secure in knowing
that the information posted on the website is accurate and updated regularly. The Family Assistance Website also gives the
client a forum to personalise their expressions of sympathy.
For more information about the Family Assistance Website, please see Module Four of the Kenyon OnLine Centre.
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Shout-Outs!
Thank you to Team Member Regional Coordinators Julia Shcherbak (Russia) and Ehab Abu Helweh (Saudi Arabia) for their
service. Both Julia and Ehab have shown exemplary commitment to the Regional Coordinator programme. They have increased
recruitment in their regions, participated faithfully in the webinars, completed all modules of the Kenyon OnLine Learning Center
and successfully submitted their reports on time!
Thank you, again, Julia and Ehab, for your hard work and dedication!

Shout-out to Karl Wentzel! On 4 and 5 September,
Karl led an Advanced Restorative seminar for funeral
directors and embalmers in Ontario, Canada. Karl
introduced Kenyon to the attendees which resulted
in numerous high quality new Team Members.

Shout-out to Kenyon’s very own Dr. Mazen Bedkash!

Thank you, Karl!

Congratulations Mazen!

Not only is Mazen already a brilliant operator, he
had to take it one step further on 28 September by
earning his Doctorate from Toulouse Business School.

Team Member Visits Beirut Office

Have you followed us yet?
Join the conversation!

/Kenyoninternational

@Kenyonmembers
@Kenyon_tweets

Kenyon’s Mazen Bekdash and Rola Arnaout, of our regional
office for the Middle East, Africa and Indian Subcontinent,
welcomed Team Member Dr. Calil Makhoul to discuss our
operations and go over previous case studies.
Dr. Calil (far right in the photo) joined Kenyon as a Team
Member in March 2018 and is currently completing his PhD in
Anthropology in Coimbra, Portugal.
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New Clients
Titan Aviation
www.titanaviation.aero
Founded in 2004, Titan Aviation offers a wide array of services, including aircraft
management, aircraft charters, aircraft sales and lease, aviation HR and flight
clearances and permits. Built on strong business ethos of trust, value and service,
Titan Aviation stands out for its responsiveness and transparent business practices.
The company is one-of-its-kind offering such highly skilled and professional service
at a very competitive cost.

GoAir
www.goair.in
Go Airlines (India) Ltd. is an aviation business unit of the Wadia Group. It operates
under the brand GoAir. In November 2005, GoAir launched its operations as a lowfare carrier to commoditise air travel and offer airline seats at a marginal premium
compared to train fares across India. The airline currently operates over 230 daily
flights and approximately 1,600 weekly ones across 25 destinations - 23 domestic
and two international.

L3 Commercial Training Solutions
www.l3cts.com
L3 Commercial Training Solutions (part of L3 Commercial Aviation) provides
an unrivaled portfolio of truly integrated pilot training, resourcing and systems
solutions for our customers all over the world, with a scale and global capability
that is greater than ever. Over 1,400 aspiring pilots a year start training at our sites
in the UK, US, Portugal and New Zealand. The centers are all purpose-built for
the task in hand, designed and equipped specifically to service the core business
activities of selecting and training airline pilots and developing training systems.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
Insurers and Aviation Disasters
Kenyon’s Robert A. Jensen highlights why insurers need to start dealing
more humanely with aviation disasters in the latest issue of Insurance
Day.

Read more...

Kenyon Accelerates Growth with Workforce Expansion
Discover more about the recent additions to Kenyon’s senior and
mid-level management teams, as well as any changes associated with
them, in our latest press release.
Learn more...
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WELCOME
NEW TEAM MEMBERS

On behalf of everyone at Kenyon, ‘Welcome!”
Alexandra Vlade			

USA

Matthew Orde			

Canada

Anesu Matizanadzo		

Africa

Meagan Warwick 			

Australia

Anjana Madhusoodanan		

UK

Miranda Foster			

Canada

Anne Malcherek			

Germany

Monette Rana			

Spain

Ben Wooster			

UK

Morne Botha			

South Africa

Charlene Frenette			

Canada

Natalie Conlan			

UK

Chris Klier			

Australia

Natalie Fairchild			

UK

Courtney Steels			

Australia

Nutthika Keeratithammakrit

UK

David Hamilton			

UK

Peggy Sevenster			

Canada

David Hitchen			

UK

Qun Zhang			China

E J Stileman			

UK

Rebecca Steckly			

Canada

Edoardo Riva			

Italy

Richard Baber			

UK

Elizabeth Mumby			

UK

Robin Duffy			

UK

Emma Roberts			

UK

Saileen Fango			

Papau New Guinea

Federica Guerrini			

Italy

Samantha Tipperbooth		

UK

Hilary McCarthy			

Canada

Stephen George			

UK

James James			

USA

Stephen Pearce			

UK

Jillian Conte			

USA

Tonje Hoff-Olsen			

Norway

John Dutcher			

Vietnam

William Aranda 			

Peru

Kathleen Latimer			

Canada

Zibuyile Dladla			

South Africa

Louise Boag			

UK

Contact:
Americas +1 (281) 872 6074
Europe +44 (0) 1344 316 650
Middle East and Africa +961 (0) 1 609839

Follow us for more
Kenyon updates:
www.Kenyoninternational.com

